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Featured products: Chromabank

170 
Watts/m

DMX
Input

Thermal
Management

UK 
Made

960
LEDs

3 Year 
Guarantee

+50˚C 
to -20˚C

85-277
VAC

Stand 
Alone Mode

IP20

Flicker
Free

LitePipe
Diffuser

10.5kg 
23.1 lbs

CE
Marked

Smooth
Dimming

ETL
Listed

Exterior
Powder Paint

100,000h
Dynamic

25,000h
Full On

Custom
Colours

+122˚F 
to -4˚F

1.5m
Mains Cable

5’
Mains Cable

ChromaBank series Luminaire

• a linear mains powered segment controlled led luminaire for 

entertainment applications

• 960 high efficiency 5mm Rgb leds in 12 Chromahearts driven by 

pulsar’s advanced 100% flicker-free drive electronics for ultra smooth 

dimming and colour control

• Features 12 led clusters with individual control of each led cluster 

and powerful internal effects controllable via dMX

• available in a black paint finish as standard, with custom colours 

available to special order

• 25˚ beam standard with optional litepipe for homogenous effect 

 2 Chase 
Generators

ChRoMabanK MK2

ChRoMabanK MK2 With optional 
Quadlightpipe
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Pulsar’s ChromaBank Mk2
ChromaHear ts ChromaLigh t
ChromaDome ChromaFlush ChromaZone

ChromaZone

is an Led lighting bar which contains 12
(the Led lighting module as used in the ,

and ) and has a built in to
power and control the unity, ering numerous internal ects and chases
that can operate in stand-alone mode or with an external dmX/Pm X
controller.

ChromaBanks are ideal for tV, theatre and stage applications providing
incredible illumination and and a Led based ture.
the colour wash ect is on sets and cycs, and very ective when
installed beneath glass or walls. It is also very impressiv e when hung
from trusses allowing numerous strobing and chasing ects to be
produced .
For further details refer to the data sheet.

tm

Power :

ChromaBank Mk2

Weight:

IP Rating:

Optics:

1. Clear:

2. Frosted:

ChromaBank.

3. Reeded:

4. QuadLightPipe:

ChromaBank Light Pipe

LightPipe Fixing:

Fixing Detail:

Colour and

Quick Release End Plate:

100-240VaC 50-60hz - 200W max.

the is with Cee17 socket to enable daisy chaining
of the mains lead.

10.5kg (23lbs).

IP20

the ChromaBank mk2 is supplied with four lens options to give the
designer the ultimate y for ChromaBank applications .

a e rated polycarbonat e providing a beam angle of 15x15 deg.
this option is ideal for long distance use and daytime open air shows.

a Lightly frosted Fire rated polycarbonat e to give a
homogenous mix of the rgB resultant colour.this new which gives
a 30% increase in Light output over the original 20 deg.x 20
deg.

an acrylic lens producing a 20 deg. horizontal and 90 deg.
vertical beam for wide angle use.

this is a compac t, e rated opal polycarbonate tube
that combines the 12 Chromahear t light sources together to produce a
solid block of stunning colour and an endless array of beautiful rainbow

ects.
the is another ects option. It is a 150mm dia.
opal acrylic tube that is mounted with the kit on to the front of a
ChromaBank. the pipe mixes red,green and Blue light together to produce
the resultant colour with a wide viewing angle.If the knobs at the end of the
ChromaBank are replaced with m10 bolts the light pipes are end stackable.

two m4 Posipan screws near the front on the end of the
ChromaBank are removed and replaced with the m4x20mm posidrive pan
head screws from the kit and used to hold the brackets - with the tabs
inwards in position. the tube is laid on to the brackets and the m6
screw and cup is used with the m6 nylock to hold the tube in position. do
not over tighten the nut. remove protec tive from tube before use.

the ChromaBank mk2 has a variety of available
including m6 eyebolts and a row of 12.7mm (0.5”) diameter holes on a
307mm (12.08”) pitch in the bar across its base. the end plates provide a
variety of options including stacking that allow a stack of
ChromaBanks to be .

Black and White painted options are available.

all four ChromaBank mk2 lenses are rapidly interchangeable in a matter of
seconds by use of the newly designed special quick release end plates.
these are supplied with 2 m4 screws (a) to lock the plates in position or
alternativ ely these screws can be remove d which leaves the end plate
secured by two quick release,quarter turn dzus fasteners (B).

a
BB

a

154.8mm
(6.09”)

1

2

1

3

3

50.8mm
(2.0”)

98.8mm
(3.88”)

39.6mm
(1.55”)

10.0mm
(0.39”)

71.3mm
(2.80”)

91.8mm
(3.61”)

hole 3 -

11.1mm (0.43”) 2 o
10.0mm (0.39”) 1 o
7.0mm (0.27”) 2 o

hole 1 -
hole 2 -

CHROMA banKMK2

CBanK2 ,
CBanK2 W,

Chromabank2 - black
Chromabank2 - White

CB-LP,
5810.2,
5811.2,
5779.2,

Chromabank light pipe
Chromabank Clear Filter
Chromabank Frosted Filter
Chromabank Reeded Filter

product Code:

oPtIons

accessories:
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1322.0m m (52.04”)

1322.0m m (52.04”)

150.0mm
(5.90”)

48.0mm
(1.88”)

ChromaBank2
showing end view
of Quad Pipe.

the end plate of the
ChromaBanks allow
stacking, using the
holes as shown.

stacking
pitch

155.0mm
(6.10”)

asterix denotes dimensions
of original ChromaBank

*

215.0mm
(8.46”)

*251.0m m
9.88”

1284mm (50.55”) *1292m m - 50.86”

1320mm (51.96”) *1370m m - 53.93”

122.0mm
(4.80”)

*122.0m m
4.80”

90.0mm
(3.54”)

*90.0mm
3.54”

161.0mm
(6.33”)

*229.0m m
9.01”

307.0mm (12.08”) 307mm (12.08”) 307mm (12.08”) 307mm (12.08”)

handle / Bar showing location of 12.7mm (0.5”) dia. fixing holes

CHROMA banKMK2

CHROMA banK lightpipe

CHROMA banK Quadpipe


